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The monastery of st. George, located on the steep cliff of Wadi Kelt, between Jericho and Jerusalem,
was built during the late fifth century, The monastery served as the church for the hermit-monks who lived
in caves in the ravine. By the early sixth century, there were over seventy monastic sites in the area. Some
were communal houses and others constituted a group of small cells - each inhabited by a single monk and
clustered around a central structure. The latter arrangement was called a [aura.
When the Persians invaded Byzantine Palestine in 614, the monastery was abandoned. For most of the
Arab period, (seventh through eleventh centuries), St. George's remained desolate, until its restoration in
1179. Subsequently, it lay in ruins until the late nineteenth century. The paintings and icons in the church
date from that time. Older remains include a sixtli-century mosaic floor in the church itself; a reliquary of
several skulls of monks killed by the Persians and the tomb of st. George. (Photo: Joel Fishman)
South African Archaeological Society

KLEIN GIBRALTAR: THE FORT THAT HISTORY FORGOT
JORGE E'SILVA
We began our search by ex- so they could 'protect each other
On 29 January 1794 the
V.O.C. Director of Fortifications, tracting the following clues from mutually', and their fire could
Lieutenant L.M. Thibault, wrote the 1794 report. The third fort thus 'reach the ships in sea report to Governor
quence'. This means
A.J. SI uysken at the
that continuous fire
Castle on the status of
could be maintained as
the Hout Bay fortificaeach fort in tu r n
tions. During our rereloaded its cannons.
search as a group of
This was calculated to
amateur archaeologists
mean that the third fort
assisting Ute Seemann
was situated wi thin
in her research, which
l.6 km of the East and
included excavations
West Fort batteries as it
of the forts at Hou t
was established that the
Bay in 1992, we came
range of the 24across this unique repounder cannon used
port. It was unique in
at these batteries during
this period was one
the sense that, besides
the well-known East
mile or the approximate
width of Hout Bay.
and West Forts, it
mentioned a third fort.
The report further
mentions that the first
As nothing was physiand second forts, that
cally or historically
known about this third
is the West and East
, Forts respecti vely,
fort some of our fellow
were si tuated 'in the
researchers were scepfront line' w h i ch
tical about its existence
and thought that, if it
means that their batwas ever built, it must
teries were capable of
engaging enemy ships
have been a si m pI e
as they entered the bay
earth embankment long
and before the third
since destroyed and
fort was able to come
thus obliterated from
Remains of the north-west corner of the rampart (Photo:
the pages of history. Hennie Prins).
into action. Besides
this, the third fort was
We, however, had
'situated on the left
came to know Louis
Michel Thibault during our work was situated' against the slope of hand side of the bay' and was
on the fortifications and knew a hill jutting slightly out to sea at able to 'protect the second (East)
that he has a meticulous architect a height of 115 feet (35 m) above fort from all sides including the
who normally built in stone. The sea level', which is 10.6 m be- accesses along the foot of the
question was: where was the low the level of the blockhouse at mountain'. So we reached for our
the East Fort. The three forts' 're- maps, protractors, rulers, aerial
fort?!
specti ve fire crosses each other' photographs, and magnifying
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glasses. Having considered the
evidence we concluded that the
third fort must be situated above
the Chapman's Peak Hotel at the
lower end of Chapman's Peak
Drive.
Further archi val research produced few further details except
that the fort was called Fort Klein
Gibraltar and it was constructed
to defend Hout Bay beach should
an enemy force manage to land
there. It was also establi s.hed
through the Hout Bay Museum

Fort Klein Gibraltar. So we determined to look for the empty
World War II gun mountings
above the Chapman's Peak Hotel.
On a cold and stormy Saturday in July 1992 Ute Seemann
and I set out in search of the third
fort in the general area of the hotel along the 35 m contour line.
After two hours' search we
found a street called Military
Road, which was not marked on
our street map but which led off

So I crawled under the overhanging branches a few metres behind
the gun mountings and there,
barely visible through the undergrowth, were a few stones.
When the soil was cleared away
we revealed a neat row of stone
with no mortar between. Each
stone was dressed. Each was in
perfect alignment with the others.
This was a Dutch method of
constructing fortifications. After a
short but detailed scrutiny we
decided to apply for an excavation permit immediately.
The search was over.
Subsequent excavations
revealed foundations and
ramparts almost one metre
high which resembled the
Chavonne battery at
Mouille Point in design and
which could take up to
seven pieces of cannon.
Incorporated in the ramparts were three large
granite boulders which
might have suggested the
fort's name. The most in1portant discovery was that
of a hot-shot cannon-ball
oven. The fort was occu-

The hot-shot cannon-ball oven. The oven opening is visible behind the staff. pied by the Dutch East In(Photo: Ute Seemann)
dia Company for a brief
period after it was built towards the end of 1793 and
that a two-gun battery was the lower end of Chapman's Peak
fell into disuse shortly after the
erected within the Hout Bay resi- Drive opposite the Flora Bay Refirst British occupation.
dential area during World War II. sort. A resident who had grown
The search for and subsequent
This information interested us up in the area directed us to the
discovery of Fort Klein Gibraltar
very much because coastal de- location of the two World War II
was very rewarding. A slnall
fence strategies relating to the guns just off Military Road bechapter of our national historical
placement of artillery have appar- hind a dense clump of trees. Beheritage has been found and we
ently changed very little in over sides the bare concrete mountings
must entrust its preservation to
200 years. If the position of the of the guns we could see nothing
the National Monuments Council
West Fort was still suitable for that even slightly resembled a
lest it be forgotten again.
gun emplacement during the 20th rampart or any other part of a fort
century the same should apply to because of the dense vegetation. 23 Assegaai A ye, Thornton, 7460.
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PHOENICIAN SHIP(S) ON THE CAPE FLATS?
M.L. WILSON
"A police cricket field near
Pinelands in Cape Town may
hide a 2000-year-old Phoenician
galley beneath its neatly grassed
surface." So began an article,
entitled 'Van Riebeeck, eat your
heart out!' , in the Sunday Times
of 7 June 1993. Here my aim is
not to pre-empt the findings of
the University of Cape Town archaeologists who investigated the
site, but to provide a summary of
the information published in a
1948 article by H.F. Sampson in
the South African Archaeological
Bulletin, to show that the idea of
such a vessel has been around for
a long time.
George Thompson, who was
at the Cape for eight years in the
1820s, wrote that "On the skirts
of the Downs, or Flats, which
form an isthmus between the
Cape peninsula and the rest of the
continent, there was discovered a
few years ago, at a considerable
distance from the sea, what
seemed to be the timbers of a
vessel deeply imbedded in the
sand. This I had myself a cursory
view of, but there was too little of
the wood visible to enable me to
form any clear judgement of its
shape, or probable purpose. I
found, however, some metallic
substance fixed in the wood in a
very corroded state. A nautical
gentleman who examined it with
more care than I had an opportunity of bestowing, thinks that
the wood (which has apparently
been buried for ages in the sand)
greatly resembles cedar, - and
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conceives it possible that this may
be the remains of some ancient
Phoenician vessel, wrecked here
when our present Cape flats were
under water . . .".
In 1852, at the instigation of
the Lieutenant ;Governor, C.H.
Darling, the matter was investigated by Charles Bell, the Surveyor General. In his report to
Darling, Bell said that he had
heard, many years ago, of the
wreck of an ancient ship at Tigerberg (Tygerberg, the hill above
Bellville), but had disregarded the
matter, thinking it impossible that
the isthmus could have been so
deeply submerged within historical times. He examined the site
and commented "However extraordinary it may seem, I am
compelled to believe that this
wood is part of a large vessel
upward of some seventy feet in
length, wrecked when the sea
washed up to some of the ancient
beaches on the Lion's Head and
now raised some hundreds of feet
in height above the present highwater mark and left at a distance
of at least 10 miles from the
shore. "
The wreck, Bell reported,
seemed to have been exposed by
a change on the course of the
Hardekraaltj e Stream ab 0 ut
30 years previously. "It is embedded in stiff clay about ten or
twelve feet deep, and when first
seen the ribs and knees stood up
above the surface to a height of
perhaps five feet, partially connected by the planks of one side."
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Much of this, however, had since
been removed, and some of it
sent to England for identification,
which had proved impossible.
Bell requested permission to expose the remnants in order to
measure and make drawings of
them but, although permission
and funds were granted, there is
no known record of whether he
did or not.
The noted geologist and
builder of roads, Andrew Geddes
Bain, also visited the site and
commented, in an article in 1857
in the Eastern Province Monthly
Magazine, "by the mighty ribs of
this jolly old Phoenician, plainly
traceable as she lies buried in the
clay ten feet below the surface of
the flats, I found she must have
been upwards of a mile in
length!" Bain was of the opinion
that the 'wreck' was "merely a
bed of lignite or brown coal,
which ... is found all over the
flats. "
John Goodwin, the Bulletin's
editor, sent a copy of Sampson's
article to Professor Raymond
Dart, who had previously investigated the matter, and whose information Goodwin added to
Sampson's. The site was clearly
not that mentioned by Bell and
Bain, since it was 200 yards on
the other side of the rap way line
from the Mai tland Cemetery, and
about three miles from the sea.
A t about the turn of the century, one of the cemetery employees was engaged in digging
at the site where the alleged
ISSN 1013-7521

ship's timbers were found. He
stated that the length of the timbers was about 35 feet, that they
were found lying prone about
6 feet below the surface, and that
the length of the vessel was about
180 feet. The timber, which had
a peculiar odour but made excellent firewood, was removed to
Cape Town, where it was presumabl y sold.
In 1925, Dart collected information from other informants. In
1880, a Mr Milder had seen, just
under a gravel bed, a mast at least
3'" feet in diameter lying on top
of timbers 60-70 feet in length.
There were two iron rings and
bolts fastening parts of the mast.
Also at about the turn of the cen-

tury, Mr D. Vrey had seen the
ship after about half of it had
been removed. Individual timbers, which were presumed to
have been from the inside of the
ship [ribs?], had been removed
and were lying in heaps. They
were probably 30-35 feet long
and 2-2.5 feet broad and thick.
The wood was very rotten.
In the early 1970s, Frank
Schweitzer, archaeologist at the
South African Museum, was
called out to investigate what was
believed to be part of a ship
found somewhere on the Cape
Flats. This, however, turned out
to be part of an old fence that had
been deeply covered by driftsand.

There the matter rested until
the recent discovery at Pinelands.
Readers will doubtless await with
interest publication of the results
of the investigations by University of Cape Town archaeologists.

FURTHER READING
Sampson, H.F. 1948. Phoenician shipwreck on the Cape
Flats. South African Archaeological Bulletin 3:34-40.
Thompson, G. 1827. Travels and
adventures in southern Africa.
London: Henry Col bum.

Archaeology Department, South
African Museum, p.a. Box 61, Cape
Town, 8000.

*****
SIJILMASA, MOROCCO, AND THE SAHARAN GOLD TRADE
ANDREW B. SMITH
The boast of heraldry, the pomp
of power,
And all that beauty, all that wealth
e'er gave,
Awaits alike the inevitable hour,
The paths of glory lead but to the
grave.
Grey: Elegy in a Country
Churchyard
How true Grey's stanza is
when we regard what remains of
the town of Sijilmasa today. This
town may have had during its
heyday around a hundred thousand people living inside and
around its walls. What remains of
this town are a few mud-brick
structures, a single arch and possiblya small part of the original
The Digging Stick 10(2)

town wall. The rest of the town
has been re-absorbed into the
parent soil and become obscured
by small irrigated gardens of local
horticul turalists.
From the 8th to the 10th centuries A.D. Sijilmasa was the
main northern entrepot of the Saharan gold trade. It was the
crossroads that welcomed the
camel caravans returning from the
Empire of Ghana. The town was
still important in this trade up to
the end of the 14th century, but
shared some of the gold coming
from the Empire of Mali with
other northern Saharan towns.
During the Fatimid Dynasty,
from 910 until the break between
the Fatamids and the Zirids in
5

A.D. 1047, Sijilmasa contributed
about half the income from the
trade.
There were only seven mints
in the Maghreb at this time and it
is said that after 953, and in particular after 975, dinars struck in
the name of the Fatamids,
whether at Sijilmasa or Mahdiyya
(in Tunisia) were in demand by
traders as far away as the East
because of their exceptional quality.
According to EI-Bekri, who
compiled his Description o!
North Africa from interviewing
travellers and merchants in 1068,
Sijilmasa, founded in A.H. 140
(A.D. 757-8), was "located on a
plain whose soil is impregnated
ISSN 1013-7521

"Sijilmasa is situated at the enwi th salt. It is surrounded by
suburbs ~ in the centre one finds try to the desert. .. One sees no
very fine houses and magnificent flies. Elephantiasis is never made
public among the inhabitants of
structures~ it has a large number
of gardens. The lower part of the the town, and should an afflicted
encircling wall is of stone, the person arrive among them, the
upper part of brick... This wall, sickness never worsens. At Sientered by twelve gates, of which jilmasa they fatten dogs to eat
8 are of iron, was buil t
in A.H. 199 (814-5
A.D.) ... The inhabitants always wear the
nicab or veil which
covers the face.
"Sijilmasa is to be
found at the confl uence of several
streams ... a short distance from Sijilmasa
these waters di vide
into two branches, one
of which gJcS east,
the other to the west of
the town. The djame
(mosque for the Friday noon prayer),
founded by EI-Y ac;a is
of a solid and carefully
made construction~ but
the baths are badly
III Goldfields
buil t and of poor
Saharan Trade Routes c. 900 - 1500
workmanship. The
water that one drinks
in the town is brackish, like that which
one gets from wells. The water them, as is done at Cafsa and
which is used to irrigate the sown Castiliya. They also regard wheat
soil comes from the river and is shoots as a delicacy. Lepers act
collected in basins ... The dates, as night watchmen; the job of
raisins and all other types of fruit masons is specially reserved for
are to be found in great Jews.
"Leaving Sijilmasa for Ghana
abundance. Those raisins coming
from grape-arbors are dried in the in the country of the blacks, one
shade, and are given the name must walk for two months across
dhilli (shady), but those already uninhabited desert. . .In this vast
exposed to the sun's rays are area one occasionally meets nomads who never stay in one
allowed to dry in the open.
place. These are the Beni MassThe Digging Stick 10(2)
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ufa, a part of the large tribe of the
Sanhaja. They do not have a single town where they can take
refuge, with the exception of
Wadi Dera five days south of Sijilmasa."
Many inhabitants of the town
were very wealthy, especially
those involved in the
gold trade. For
example the AIMakkari brothers divided their network
among themselves:
two lived in Walata
(Ghana), two in
Tlemcen (Algeria)
and one in Sijilmasa. When I b n
Hawqal visited the
town in A.D. 951 he
saw the f a m 0 u s
cheque for 42,000
dinars. He described
the trade and the
people thus:
"It
has
uninterrupted trade
with Sudan and
other countries,
abundant profits,
with caravans following one after the
other. The inhabitants are dignified in
their behaviour and perfect in
morals and deeds. They do not
share the meanness of the other
people of the Maghrib in their
business and habits, but act with
great frankness ... Nobility, tolerance, natural generosity and good
manners are peculiar to them on
account of their numerous travels."
Even after it had decayed, it
was descri bed in 1600 by Leo
Africanus, who stayed in the area
ISSN 1013-7521

for seven months in 1512, as close to the arch (Fig. 1). This
having "stately and high wals, was a potter's workshop which
euen as in many places it is to be incl uded large amounts of broken
seene at this present. .. Heere pottery, as well as an inordinate
stoode stately temples and col- number of three-legged star-like
leges also, and great store 0 f ceramic pieces. It struck us at the
conducts, the water whereof was time that these may have been
draw en out of the river by kiln furniture, used to separate
wheeles. The aire in this place is the pots while they were being
most temperate and hole- fired. Duncan Miller and Sharma
some ... but now since the towne Saitowitz of the University of
was destroied, the inhabitants be- Cape Town's Archaeometry Lab
gan to plant themselves in the confirmed this suggestion. And
in so doing they also supported
next to castles and villages."
Today Sijilmasa is about our interpretation of a stratified
2 km from the modern town of fireplace, quite high up in some
Rissani. Few local people
appear to be aware of the former grandeur of the ancient
town, perhaps because there is
little of obvious interest except
to archaeologists and historians.
Excavation of part of the
town took place at the request
of Mohammed el-Fasi while
he was Minister of National
Education in the government
of Morocco between 1955 and
1958, but was discontinued
when he left office. The only
information I have been able
to find of these excavations is
a mention that the town had Fig: 1. Part of the ruins of Sijilmasa.
"water ducts with pipes that
were enamelled (glazed?) internally". No plans of the site are of the remaining in situ deposi t,
available (if they exist at all), and as part of a kiln (Fig. 2).
The types of pots we saw
will now be very difficult to
obtain, because of the were fairly low-fired, relatively
unrestricted agriculture which has crude wheel-thrown vessels,
been allowed to intrude upon the mostly bowls with bases, and
larger pots with handles. One
area
We visited the site in January base type had holes in the bot1993 to photograph the remaining tom. No grog could be seen in
structures, and were pleased to be the clay. The decoration on the
able to recognize one of the re- pots was primarily of green
maining archaeological features glazing with manganese incluThe Digging Stick 10(2)
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sions (mostly internally), although a few unglazed pots had
impressed motifs. Some of the
three-pointed kiln stilts showed
where the glaze had dri pped
down off the pots, and one could
see the places where the pots and
the spacers had touched. The
bowls with their green glaze are
virtually identical to those still in
use by restaurants to serve soup
in the area today. A slag-like material was also found which
proved to be non-metallurgical.
According to Duncan Miller it is
probably a fragment of vitrified

glaze. Gold was perhaps the most
val uable commodity traded at Sijilmasa, but by no means the only
one. Brass and copper, some in
the form of beads or bracelets, as
well as silver, glass beads, cloth,
dates, and figs went south, while
gold, salt and slaves came north.
In 1393 the people of Sijilmasa revolted; killing the governor and destroying the town wall,
and although the town was in deISSN 1013-7521

Fig. 2. Andrew Smith next to the stratified hearth.
cay when Leo Africanus visited
the area in 1512, the economic
life was continued by people,
many of them Jews, who lived in
small qsur (hamlets). But by the
17th century the town had lost its
reputation and it was finally destroyed at the end of the 18th
century.

FURTHER READING
Bovill, E.W. 1968. The Golden
Trade of the Moors. Oxford
University Press.
De Slane, M.C. 1913. Description de L'Afrique Septentrionale par El-Bekri. Paris: Paul
Geuthner.

Devisse, J. 1988. Trade and
trade routes in West
Africa. In: El Fasi, M. &
Hrbek, 1. (eds) UNESCO
General History of Africa
3: 367-435. London:
Heinemann.
Leo Africanus, 1600. History
and Description of Africa,
trans. J. Pory. London:
Hakluyt Society (1896).
Levtzion, N. 1973. Ancient
Ghana and Mali. London:
Methuen.
Mauny, R. 1961. Tableau
geographique de I' ouest
africain au Moyen Age.
Memoires de I' Institut
Franr;ais d' Afrique Noire,
6l.
Talbi, M. 1988. The independence of the Maghri b. In: El
Fasi, M. & Hrbek, I. (eds)
UNESCO General History of
Africa 3: 246-275. London:
Heinemann.
Dept of Archaeology, University of
Cape Town, 7700 Rondebosch.
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SOUTH AFRICAN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY NATAL BRANCH
CHAIRMAN'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1992-1993.
The Branch committee for the
year comprised Rodney Maud
(Chairman), Val Ward (Hon.
Secretary), George Borthwick
(Hon. Treasurer), Miffy Jenner,
John Keough, Tim Maggs, Aron
Mazel and Mike Moon. It met on
three occasions during the year to
organize the affairs of the
Branch. We were fortunate to
have at one of our meetings our
Branch Member on Council Dr J.
The Digging Stick 10(2)

Sealy who was visiting Natal.
Our nomination to Council of
Tim Maggs for President for
1992/4 was successful.
I am pleased to report that repayments have been made by and
earlier Secretary/Treasurer who
misappropriated funds. However, there is an amount of R600
plus still outstanding. Mike Moon
has done a sterling job keeping an
eye on the situation. The Branch
8

finances are in good hands once
again and are sound. My thanks
to George Borthwick for his excellent administration of our
books.
Membership has remained
about the same - we have had few
new members join and old ones
resign, lapse or pass away. Sadly
the latter include Prof. Peter
Seneque, Prof. Colin Webb, Mr
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Cran Cooke and Mrs N ancy of sites ranging from Early Stone
Age through to the post-colonial
Willcox.
Once again a varied pro- period. Aron Mazel and Gavin
gramme of activities was ar- Whitelaw led this tour. Also in
ranged, most of which were well August Judy Sealy gave members
attended. The Branch AGM was a talk on 'The archaeology and
in May during which the 5th anthropology of Admiralty IsOliver Davies Memorial Lecture land, southern Alaska'. October
'The discovery and reconstruc- saw Aron Mazellead members on
tion of Knossos: an archaeologi- a rock-art excursion to Injasuti
cal Disneyland?' was delivered and at the end of November we
by classicist Peter Tennant. In visited the Maritime Museum en
June the Natal Branch hosted the route to a marvellous Christmas
Society's Annual General Meet- party aboard a launch in Durban
ing in Durban. David Lewis- Bay. Trevor Jones, who knows
Williams's Presidential Address all about ships, shipping and
was shared by Society members maritime economics, was our
and members attending the guide. In February G a vi n
Southern African Museums As- Whitelaw gave us an illustrated
sociation conference. In August a lecture about his research into the
group of 25 members, family and Early Iron Age inhabitants of the
friends spent two days in and Mngeni River at Nanda. Unforaround Mhlopeni Game Ranch tunately, the 'possible training
near Muden looking at a variety dig' did not come off this year

because no site had been i dentified for rescue excavation. Perhaps next year!
All committee members pulled
their weight for which I thank
them, especially Val Ward, who
produces our Gnews as well as
being our Branch Secretary, and
Aron Mazel, who led two excursions this year. Ordinary member
Gavin Whitelaw is also thanked
for leading an excursion and
giving a lecture.
Our Annual General Meeting
was brought forward by six
weeks this year to take the opportunity of hosting Dr Patricia Vinnicombe on a visit from Australia. Dr Vinnicombe will give
the 6th Oliver Davies Memorial
Lecture after the Annual General
Meeting this evening. Welcome
Patricia.

*****
A NEW HOMO ERECTUS FOUND AT SANGIRAN IN JA V A
Dr Basil Cooke, one of our Sangiran, where Dubois had
founder members who has lived made his find in 1892. The new
in Canada for many years, has skull has most of the braincase,
sent some hot-off-the-press news part of the face and a piece of
about an exciting find of a new maxilla, which makes it one of
skull of Homo erectus from the the most complete specimens to
famous site of Sangiran in Java.
come from Java.
The announcement was parDr Cooke also sent copies of
ticularly dramatic because it was articles in two Dutch newspapers,
made at the recent Pithecanthro- the NRC Handelsblad of 1st July
pus Centennial meeting held in 1993 and the Leidsch Dagblad of
Leiden to commemorate the dis- 8th July 1993, which Mr Mike
covery ,of the original specimen Wilson has kindly translated.
by Eugene Dubois. As Dr Cooke
The specimen was found by
says, a minor sensation was cre- farmers near a rice paddy after
ated at the closing session by the being exposed by rain. The find
announcement that a new skull of was reported to Dr Don Tyler, a
Homo erectus (the ninth) had physical anthropologist from the
been discovered on May 16th at University of Idaho who hapThe Digging Stick 10(2)
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pened to be preparing to do
fieldwork in the area. He, in turn,
telephoned his Indonesian colleague, Dr Sastrohamijoyo Sartono, a geologist at the Institute
of Technology in Bandung.
According to Dr Tyler the
skull was more or less intact
when it was found but broke into
26 pieces while the farmers were
taking it out of the ground. Subsequently Drs Tyler and Sartono
found a femur and a mandible in
the area.
The skull is thought to be that
of a woman but there is some
doubt about its age. Dr Tyler said
that in shape and cranial capacity
the skull strongly resembled one
ISSN 1013-7521

of the skulls from Koobi Fora in
Kenya. This would make it about
1.4 million years old which is
considerably older than previous
specimens from Java.
One of the problems is that the
skull was removed from its original position by the farmers and,
on geological grounds, Dr Cooke
has expressed doubts about its

age. One of the newspaper reports discusses the dating problem and states that Dr Sartono has
changed his mind; he now thinks
that the skull is only about
800000 years old.
Dutch palaeontologist, Dr J.
de Vos, has pointed out that comparison of the fIourine content of
the skull with that from other

fossils in the vicinity might settle
the question its provenance. But
Dr de Vos maintains that, while
an older date would mean Homo
migrated out of Africa earlier than
is currently thought, the find will
still be important even if the
younger date proves correct.

*****
PREHISTORY COMES ALIVE THANKS TO ISRAELI FIND
LILI EYLON
to settle in villages and culti vate the land.
This man's skull was
recently uncovered in Israel. While other, similar
skulls from the pre-pottery
Neolithic period have been
unearthed in Israel, Jordan
and Syria, this skull is reported to be the best preserved example of its kind
discovered so far.
Dr Nigel GoringMorris, who led the excavations near Ki b bu tz
Kfar Hahoresh in the
Galilee on behalf of the
Israel Antiquities Authority, said that the fact that
the front part of the skull
was covered with a pI as tercast 'death mask' helped to
recreate the man' s facial
characteristics. The mask,
Dr Goring-Morris examines the 8500 year old skull found in Israel. (Photo: the archaeologist said, inClara Amit, courtesy Israel Antiquities Authority)
dicated that the man was a
respected member of hi s
He was a young man, pro- 8 500 years ago. He belonged to
community.
bably in his twenties, and most a society which was in transition,
likel y an important member of the having left the world of hunters Israel Antiquities Authority, P.O. Box
586, 91004 Jerusalem, Israel.
local Mediterranean population
The Digging Stick 10(2)
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A VISIT TO ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES IN THE NORTHERN CAPE
ED FEBRUARY
I only decided to go on the
post conference field trip because
I hadn't been to Wonderwerk
Cave and, as an archaeologist, I
felt that I should at least put in
some effort. The major source of
my inertia was my lack of interest
in seeing stone tools. I mean once
you've seen one stone tool
you've seen the lot. What was
Peter Beaumont, our leader from
the McGregor Museum, going to
do to change this?
My major interests are in climate and environmental change
so the first place we visited
(Gorrakop at Ulco) was of immediate interest to me. Situated
on the Ghaap escarpment. This
tufa is believed to have been deposited when the mean annual
rainfall was around 400 mm.
Peter explained that this was because of the nature of the tufa
which is formed as the calcium
carbonate is precipitated out of
the water which seeps out of the
escarpment. If the rainfall is higher the solution is too dilute and if
it is lower there is not enough
water to form the seep. In a recent publication in the South
African Journal of Science (Peter
was one of the co-authors) the
calcium carbonate of the upper
layer of the tufa was dated to
14000 B.P.
Our next stop was at a prehistoric speculari te mine call ed
Blinkklipkop near Postmasburg.
It was here that the Beaumont
sites began to get to me. Peter
showed us marks on the walls of
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the cave which had been left behind after the prehistoric miners
had used stone tools to excavate
the speculari te. The area in the
vicinity of the site was covered in
lithics, most of which had been
manufactured from banded ironstone. Here one could actually
see that the tools were being
manufactured for a specific purpose.
I t also did not need much
imagination to see what th e
ground-up specularite would
have looked like once it was
mixed with sheep fat and applied.
Pity there were no discos with
strobe lights in those days! What
did Peter look like during the excavation of this site? This was all
fun. I even managed to run up to
the top of the kop but Beaumont
had more up his sleeve so we
had to rush off to Kathu Pan.
The archaeological sites here
were discovered when sinkholes
exposed large quantities of bone
and stone tools. Today the site
does not look like much, a dirty
hole in the ground really, but then
Peter pulled out some examples
of the artefacts recovered from
the si te. The large banded ironstone Acheulean handaxe Peter
showed us first was certainly a
beautiful work of art. Also recovered from the excavation was the
enamel sheath of the molar of an
Elephus recki. Peter explained
that this mid-Pleistocene elephant
had become extinct some 700 000
years ago which establishes a
minimum age for the Acheulean
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level. We also discovered that
there is every truth in the rumour
that Peter was forced to hire a
ten-ton truck to take the artefacts
from this site back to the McGregor Museum.
We then visited Kathu 1. If
we had considered the other sites
to be mind-boggling this site beat
the lot. Kathu 1 is an enormous
near-surface site covering tens of
square kilometres immediately
east of the town. Peter explained
that the banded ironstone is close
to the surface here so it was easy
to quarry. Here the hominids
some 300 000 years ago struck
large flakes off colluvial boulders
to form stone tools. At this site
there are handaxes, cleavers,
Levallois cores, chips, flakes and
chunks. In an excavation of only
a few metres the recovery of artefacts was from several hundred to
nearly a thousand per square metre. Based on the spatial extent of
the site Peter estimates the total
number of artefacts to be in excess of ten billion.
The next day kicked off with a
visit to Wonderwerk cave on the
eastern side of the Kuruman
Hills. This is one of the most remarkable caves I have ever visited. It is absolutely enormous
(about 100 m to the back wall).
Peter felt that the spatial distribution of artefacts within the cave
suggested that the occupants had
used it as a 'home base'. The
bedding levels exposed in the
back third of the cave generally
lack or have very few artefacts
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and bones while these are found
further to the front of the cave.
The dating of the cave shows
that it has a very good Holocene
sequence which overlies a long
Middle Pleistocene sequence with
handaxes and extremely well preserved bone. This cave certainly
has a unique and well preserved
archaeological record going back
over several 100 000 years.
After this we travelled eastwards to Norlim, near Taung, on
the Ghaap Escarpment. Here we
stopped at the Buxton Limeworks
site where the famous Taung
child, Australopithecus africanus,
was discovered in 1924. Tim
Partridge, of the Transvaal Museum, explained that a Uranium
Thorium series date suggests a

minimum age of 960000 B.P.
for the skull. But faunal crossdating with the East African dated
sequence suggests an age of circa
2.3 million years B.P. Tim also
said that even though they had
now extensively excavated the
si te no further hominid remains
had been recovered.
Some of us then visited Equus
Cave, a later site located in the
same mine. As we walked into
the site we almost tripped over
the distal end of a humerus which
James Brink, of the National Museum, identified as that of Equus
capensis. James also identified
numerous other bits of bone
which had been eroding out of
the remaining deposit. He explained that this site, also exca-

vated by Peter Beaumont, had
been a hyaena lair. The hyaenas
had dragged the various bits and
pieces back to the site to feed
their young. Evidence for this
was immediately evident as he
showed us numerous hyaena
coproli tes.
The entire trip certainly upheld
Peter Beaumont's contention that
the northern Cape has some of
the richest archaeological records
in southern Africa. It also demonstrated to me that there is a whole
lot more to stone tools than I had
thought!
South African Museum, p.a. Box 61,
Cape Town, 8000.

*****
ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONFERENCE
The Association for Anthropology in Southern Africa
(AASA), the professional association for anthropologists
in Southern Africa, will be
holding its annual conference
at the University of the
Witwatersrand from 8 - 11
September 1993.
The AASA has recently become a member of the Pan
African Association of Anthropologists (PAAA). This
year' s conference will mark a
significant departure for anthropology in Africa since the
meeting of the AASA has been

opened to all African anthropologists, and invitations went
out to all members of PAAA.
Papers and panel contributions
have come in from many
countries, including Nigeria,
Tanzania, Uganda, Kenya,
Zambia and others.
Panels on the state of anthropology in our changing
continent, on kinship and
household structure, on Aids,
gender, sexuality, development, museums and other topics have been organized.
Apart from papers, presentations will include demon-

strations of anthropology-related computer software,
ethnographic videos, poster
sessions, and visits to the
ethnographic and physical
anthropology museums at the
University.
Non-members of the
AA SA and PAAA are welcome to attend all open sessions. Details can be obtained
from the AASA Conference
Committee, Dept of Anthropology, p.a. Box 327, 2050
Wits or the Conference Secretary (phone: (011) 716-5091;
fax: (011) 339-7835).
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